Paper Airplanes

When Harry and his family immigrated to the United States, they traveled on a ship called the S.S. Frisia. Little did they know that during their lifetime a new form of transportation would be created – the airplane! Just after the Wright Brothers invented the first operational airplane in 1903, the field of aviation took off and many others began designing their own aircrafts. In 1909, Houdini purchased one of Gabriel Voisin’s

What You Need:
- Print out of our paper airplane folding guides.

What to do:
- There are two styles of paper airplanes to make, follow the instructions on the printable, carefully folding each crease in order.
- Let your planes soar, which goes highest, furthest or fastest?

Bonus Challenge: Try folding a new type of paper airplane, can you create something that will fly further than these designs? Or modify your planes, can you improve upon these designs?